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ABSTRACT

The homogeneous data structure ‘train’ and the heterogeneous data structure ‘atrain’ are the fundamental, very powerful dynamic and flexible data structures, being the first data structures introduced exclusively for big data. Thus ‘Data Structures for Big Data’ is to be regarded as a new subject in Big Data Science, not just as a new topic, considering the explosive momentum of the big data. Based upon the notion of the big data structures train and atrain, the author introduces the useful data structures for the programmers working with big data which are: homogeneous stacks ‘train stack’ and ‘rT-coach stack’, heterogeneous stacks ‘atrain stack’ and ‘rA-coach stack’, homogeneous queues ‘train queue’ and ‘rT-coach queue’, heterogeneous queues ‘atrain queue’ and ‘rA-coach queue’, homogeneous binary trees ‘train binary tree’ and ‘rT-coach binary tree’, heterogeneous binary trees ‘atrain binary tree’ and ‘rA-coach binary tree’, homogeneous trees ‘train tree’ and ‘rT-coach tree’, heterogeneous trees ‘atrain tree’ and ‘rA-coach tree’, to enrich the subject ‘Data Structures for Big Data’ for big data science.

INTRODUCTION

The present world of big data are expanding very fast in 4Vs: Volume, Varity, Velocity and Veracity, and also in many more directions. How to deal with explosive momentum of big data, how to process big data in an efficient way within limited resources, etc. are of major concern to the computer scientists now-a-days. For a detailed study about big data, one could see (Berman, 2013; Feinleib, 2013; Needham, 2013; Viktor Mayer-Schönberger, 2013). Big data has variable mass of 4Vs in various directions, and in this sense it is to be philosophically regarded as a vector, or rather as a tensor. The existing data structures of computer science are neither appropriate nor sufficient to deal with the big data. Big data in most of the cases are of heterogeneous type. The homogeneous data structure ‘r-Train’ and the heterogeneous data structure ‘r-Atrain’ for big data are the first attempt to introduce any exclusive data structures (Biswas, 2011, 2012, 2013b, 2015a) for big data.
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It is obvious that the ‘Data Structures for Big Data’ is to be regarded as a new subject in big data science, not just as a new topic, considering the explosive momentum of the big data in a new universe. One could view big data with philosophical eyes as a tensor of increasing order. The data structures ‘train’ and ‘atrain’ on the platform of infinitely scalable architecture of a new type of distributed system ADS (Biswas, 2015a) designed exclusively for big data, and the new mathematical models: ‘solid matrix/latrix’, ‘solid hematrix/helatrix’, to store big data of any big amount of any datatype have opened easy gates to the world giant organizations and their developers to deal with big data. In this chapter we introduce few very useful data structures for big data which are: homogeneous stacks ‘train stack’ and ‘rT-coach stack’; heterogeneous stacks ‘atrain stack’ and ‘rA-coach stack’; homogeneous queues ‘train queue’ and ‘rT-coach queue’; heterogeneous queues ‘atrain queue’ and ‘rA-coach queue’; homogeneous binary trees ‘train binary tree’ and ‘rT-coach binary tree’; heterogeneous binary trees ‘atrain binary tree’ and ‘rA-coach binary tree’; homogeneous trees ‘train tree’ and ‘rT-coach tree’; heterogeneous trees ‘atrain tree’ and ‘rA-coach tree’; to enrich the subject ‘Data Structures for Big Data’ with the extended notion of the architecture of the data structures r-atrain and r-train for big data. All these data structures, homogeneous or heterogeneous, are designed in compatible with the architecture of a new distributed system ADS (Biswas, 2015a) proposed exclusively for big data of any 4V and infinitely scalable.

PRELIMINARIES OF THE DATA STRUCTURE r-ATRAIN FOR BIG DATA

The data structure ‘r-Train’ (‘train’, in short) where r is a natural number is a new kind of powerful robust data structure which can store homogeneous big data dynamically in a flexible way. However, the heterogeneous data structure ‘r-Atrain’ (‘atrain’, in short) where r is a natural number is a new kind of powerful robust data structure which can store heterogeneous big data of any 4V dynamically in a flexible way. In (Biswas, 2015a) a detailed study of the two fundamental big data structures train and atrain is available with the detailed description of the distributed system ADS for big data, an infinitely scalable architecture to deal with big data of any 4Vs. However, for the sake of preliminaries of this chapter, the heterogeneous data structure r-atrain for big data is reproduced in brief from (Biswas, 2015a), before we start for the actual content here. For details of train and atrain, one could see (Biswas, 2015a).

The heterogeneous big data structure ‘atrain’ can store heterogeneous data (by the term heterogeneous data, we mean here data of various datatypes). The classical data structures viz. array, linked list, etc. can store and handle with homogeneous data only, not heterogeneous data. The data structure ‘r-Atrain’ (‘atrain’, in short) is one of the most useful, most powerful and most appropriate data structures in the field of Computer Science considering the application potential of it by the programmers programming with any computer languages. This advanced data structure ‘r-Atrain’ (‘atrain’, in short) is logically almost analogous to the homogeneous data structure r-train (train) but with an advanced level of construction to accommodate any variety of heterogeneous big data. The data structure train can be viewed as a special case of the data structure atrain. It is important to note that none of these two new big data structures train and atrain is a competitor of the other, but they are the basic and most fundamental data structures for big data. By default, any heterogeneous data structure can work as a homogeneous data structure too. For working with homogeneous big data, train is more suitable than atrain. However, for working with heterogeneous big data, atrain is suitable while train can not be applicable even. The natural number r is to be suitably predecided and fixed by the programmer depending upon the problem under consideration and also upon the organization/industry for which the big data problem is posed.